**Main Thought** Paradise is lost in this tragedy: TEMPTER (1a), TEMPTATION (1b-5), SIN (6), CONSEQUENCES (7), JUDGMENT (8-19), and EPILOGUE (20-24).

**The Sin (6).**
- Each major section is summarized by a POEM and EPILOGUE (3:14-24; 4:23-26; 9:24-29; Gen. 49; Ex. 15; Num. 23-24; Deut. 32-33).
- This is the only recorded words of Adam before the fall.
- Adam is overjoyed that he has a complementary partner — BONE OF MY BONE and FLESH OF MY FLESH.
- The narrator names him Adam in relation to the ground, but Adam names himself after his relation to his wife — WOMAN (HEB=ishsha) and MAN (HEB=ish). As Adam (HEB=adam) was taken from the ground (HEB=adama), in the same way woman was taken from man.
- Adam named his wife twice (Eve – 3:20) showing his authority in the home.

**The Consequences (7).**
- Each major section is summarized by a POEM and EPILOGUE (3:14-24; 4:23-26; 9:24-29; Gen. 49; Ex. 15; Num. 23-24; Deut. 32-33).
- This is the only recorded words of Adam before the fall.
- Adam is overjoyed that he has a complementary partner — BONE OF MY BONE and FLESH OF MY FLESH.
- The narrator names him Adam in relation to the ground, but Adam names himself after his relation to his wife — WOMAN (HEB=ishsha) and MAN (HEB=ish). As Adam (HEB=adam) was taken from the ground (HEB=adama), in the same way woman was taken from man.
- Adam named his wife twice (Eve – 3:20) showing his authority in the home.